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Hamburg
When Hamburg’s time came
it grew into the great German
commercial port and shipbuilding
centre with a worldwide reach and
outlook.

Archaeology shows signs of settlement
around Domplatz as early as the 8th century
and the name of the later city comes from a
fortress called Hammaburg built early in the
9th century. According to the chronicles St
Ansgar, regarded as the northern apostle, set
up a missionary base and a wooden church for
what was the first seat of a bishopric, which
was soon united with Bremen. The fortress
was destroyed in a Viking raid of 845 but
rebuilt, a process repeated after a Polish attack
in 1030. Within the fortifications the cathedral
St Marien was built in the 12th century and
progressively enlarged.
Prosperity began with the equivalent of
a free-trade agreement. The count Adolf I
von Schauenburg, it was claimed, in 1189
wrung a concession on trade duties from
the emperor Frederick Barbarossa for ships
entering the Elbe from the North Sea.
Although that date for the agreement is now
disputed, it is the occasion of the modern
annual Hafengeburtstag maritime celebration
and Frederick certainly granted Hamburg the
status of free imperial city.
Hamburg endured a generation of Danish
occupation but in 1241 made an alliance with
Lübeck that was the basis of the Hanseatic
League of trading cities. Its position oriented it
toward the west and, with the gradual decline
of Lübeck from the 14th century, Hamburg
benefited increasingly from its close links with
London.
Johannes Bugenhagen, an associate of
Luther, brought the Reformation to Hamburg
and its five parish churches (Hauptkirchen)
and founded the city’s oldest school, the
Johanneum, in 1529. His reforms were
strict and no Catholic masses were held for
almost 300 years. Hamburg’s fortifications,
remembered by today’s green spaces known as
Große Wallanlagen, were extended to include
the Neustadt and became perhaps the most
powerful in Europe, a refuge during the Thirty
Years War for French and Dutch Protestants.
The restorations on Deichstraße provide
a glimpse of the 17th and 18th century town
that housed merchants, their offices and their
goods. The Baroque genius of Georg Philipp
Telemann attended all public occasions
for nearly 50 years, during which the
composer was musical director for the city’s
Hauptkirchen and cantor of the Johanneum
(and for a time director of the opera). Telemann
was succeeded in the first two posts by C.P.E.
Bach, the son of his friend J.S. Bach.
The third musical giant associated with
Hamburg was Johannes Brahms, who was
born in the city and began his career there but
increasingly pursued his fortunes in Vienna.
Hamburg became a separate state in 1806
before spending a short time under Napoleon’s
rule. The old cathedral was demolished in
1807. Freedom returned in 1814 but a great
fire in 1842 caused wide destruction, raging
for four days, destroying about one-third
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The red-brick
warehouses
of the
Speicherstadt
represent
Hamburg’s
heritage and
prosperity.
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Tourist information & accommodation service: Hauptbahnhof, Kirchenallee exit
(tel 040-30051701, M-Sa 9-19, Su 10-18); St Pauli Landungsbrücken (Su-W 9-18, Th-Sa
9-19); Airport plaza, between terminals 1 and 2 (M-Su 6-23).
Money: ReiseBank, Hauptbahnhof upper level (M-Su 7.30-22); Hamburger Sparkasse,
Jungfernstieg 4 (M-F 10-18, Sa 10-16); Commerzbank, Jungfernstieg 22 (M-Th 9.30-18,
F 9.30-16); Hamburger Sparkasse, Reeperbahn 70 (M, W & F 9.30-16, Tu & Th 9.30-18);
Sparda-Bank Hamburg, Beim Strohhause 29 (M 9-14, 15-18, Tu & Th 9-14, 15-19, W 9-14,
F 9-13).
Lockers: Hauptbahnhof concourses (€6/4); ZOB, Adenauerallee (€8/4); Hamburg-Altona
station (€6/4); corner Tauberstraße & Kastanienallee, St Pauli (€1.50 for 4 hours).
Transit information: HVV Kundenservice, U-Bahn passage, Hauptbahnhof Süd (M-F 6-20,
Sa-Su 10-18); HVV Kundenservice, Hauptbahnhof Kirchenallee exit, (M-F 6-21, Sa-Su
8-21); HVV-Kundenzentrum, Johanniswall 2 (M-F 8-18); HVV Kundenservice, Jungfernstieg
U/S-Bahn station (M-F 7-19); HVV U-Store, Berliner Tor U/S-Bahn station (M-F 6-20).
Post: K Presse+Buch upper level, Hauptbahnhof Wandelhalle, Glockengießerwall 8 (M-F
7-21); Einkaufspassage, Mönckebergstraße (M-F 9-19, Sa 9-15); Detlev-Bremer-Straße 45
(M-F 9-18.30, Sa 10-13).
Internet: Starbucks, Neuer Jungfernstieg 5 (M-F 7-22, Sa-Su 7.30-21.30); Dat Backhus,
Speersort 10 (M-F 7-18.30, Sa 8-18); Starbucks, Rathausmarkt (M-F 7-21, Sa 8-21, Su
9.30-20).
Laundry: St Pauli Waschküche, Hein-Hoyer-Straße 12 (M-Su 6-22); Eco-Express
Waschsalon, Neuer Pferdemarkt 27 (M-Su 6-23); Eco-Express Waschsalon, Grindelallee
158 (M-Su 6-23); Eco-Express Waschsalon, Max-Brauer-Allee (M-Su 6-23); Rothenburgsort
Waschsalon, Vierländer Damm 56 (M-Sa 7-21).
Police: Bruno-Georges-Platz 1 (tel 040-428650 or 110), Steindamm 82 (tel 040-428651110),
Spielbudenplatz 31 (tel 040-428651510), Mörkenstraße 30 (tel 040-42865211), Klingberg 1
(tel 040-428651488); Bundespolizei Wache Hauptbahnhof, Hachmannplatz 10
(tel 040-3096810).
Pharmacy: Hauptbahnhof Apotheke, Hauptbahnhof Wandelhalle, Glockengießerwall 8
(M-W 7-21, Th-F 7-21.30, Sa-Su 8-21); Rathaus-Apotheke, Rathausmarkt 19 (M-F
8-20, Sa 8-18); Engel-Apotheke, Steindamm 32 (M-F 8-19, Sa 8-13); Central Apotheke,
Rödingsmarkt 1 (M-F 7-19, Sa 8-16); Bavaria-Apotheke, Zirkusweg 4 (M-F 8-19, Sa
8-14); Gudrun Apotheke, Reeperbahn 61 (M-F 8.30-20, Sa 8.30-18); Lincoln Apotheke,
Königstraße 1 (M-F 8.30-18.30, Sa 8.30-13).
Ambulance: tel 112.
Hospital: Marienkrankenhaus, Alfredstraße 9 (tel 040-25460); Wilhelmsburger
Krankenhaus Groß-Sand, Groß-Sand 3 (tel 040-75205340).
of the city – almost 2000 buildings – and
making 20,000 people homeless. But this
was also an opportunity to modernise the
city’s layout and port. Growth surged despite
Prussia’s dominance over the North German
Confederation and after 1871 Hamburg was
the great port of the German empire with
extensive trans-Atlantic traffic.
In the 1880s Hamburg joined the German
customs union but a separate free port was

established south of the Zollkanal. Free-trade
goods had to be stored in what is now the
Speicherstadt, where many of the red-brick
buildings built in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries are still in use. After a deadly 1890s
cholera epidemic the area of the outbreak
just to the north was levelled and new office
buildings for the merchant businesses were
established.
A century after the 1842 fire, horror
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returned. The night air raids of July 1943
started one of the deadly firestorms of World
War II. More than 40,000 people died, as many
were injured, and there was a mass evacuation.
Hamburg’s central buildings were wiped out.
Much has been rebuilt but part of the city’s war
legacy is that architecture and conservation of
what remains is given high priority.
English influences became even stronger
after the war, so that Hamburg, especially St
Pauli, provided an early audience for a 1960s
phenomenon, The Beatles. The Reeperbahn
has long been an entertainment district with
night spots and fleshpots.
With the advent of container shipping a
massive port was developed alongside the
shipyards on the Elbe. After the abolition of
duties under the EU, and to simplify processes,
the free port was abolished at the start of 2013.
Altstadt & Binnenalster
Hamburg does not have extensive pedestrian
zones like some German cities, but it has the
advantage of the Alster lakes. From Mahnmal
St Nikolai on Willy-Brandt-Straße (not far
from the Rödingsmarkt U3 station) take Neue
Burg to Tröstbrücke, crossing the ancient
bridge where the Hamburg founders St Ansgar
and Adolf von Schauenburg are sculpted. At
Börsenbrücke turn north-west to the historic
exchange building, where Großer Burstah

leads north-east to Rathausmarkt.
A walk along the Rathaus facade leads
north-west across the square to where
Schleusenbrücke crosses the canal Alsterfleet
to the arches of the Alsterarkaden. At the north
end of this is Jungfernstieg, leading along
the southern shore of the Binnenalster, the
smaller of the dammed lakes, with its cruise
wharf. Neuer Jungfernstieg leads along the
west shore of Binnenalster and at its north
end Lombardsbrücke and Ballindamm close
the loop back to Jungfernstieg, providing
waterside views of the city’s low skyline.
Information
Hamburg Tourismus has a tourist office at
the Hauptbahnhof U-Bahn subway near the
Kirchenallee main exit. There is an information
kiosk at the St Pauli Landungsbrücken
between piers 4 and 5. Air travellers can visit
the office in the plaza at Fuhlsbüttel airport
(between terminals 1 and 2).
The Hauptbahnhof office is open restricted
hours on Christmas Eve (10-16) and New
Year’s Day (11-18). The Landungsbrücken
office is open 9-14 Christmas Eve and 10-18
on December 26 and 31 and may close about
17.00 in low season, in spite of advertised
times. It is closed Christmas and New Year.
The Hamburg Tourismus website www.
hamburg-tourism.de becomes www.hamburg-

The Neorenaissance Rathaus (1897),
with a tower reaching 112m, was
constructed on a foundation of about
4000 oak piles after decades of design
work and delays. Its predecessor
nearby had fallen victim to the city
fire of 1842, blown up in a futile
attempt to stop the spread of the blaze.
So the Phoenix sculpture (1892, by
Aloys Denoth) on the tower balcony
below the clock is symbolic. The
window niche statues represent German
kings and Holy Roman emperors, but
the four civic virtues are placed above
these as an assertion of Hamburg’s
independence. The present building is
more than a town hall, being the
assembly seat of the Hamburg city-state.
Outside civic events, there are hourly
tours in English (M-F 10-15, Sa 10-17,
Su 10-16, €4, children under 14 free),
a chance to view some of the 640
rooms, the ceiling frescoes and
opulent furnishings. But the impressive Historicist main hall and the courtyard can be
viewed without the tour. The courtyard fountain (1896) has at its centre the health goddess
Hygieia, erected after the deadly city cholera epidemic of 1892. Take U3 or bus 3-7 to
Rathaus or S1, 2 or 3 or U1, 2 or 4 to Jungfernstieg.
The 1841 Neoclassical Börse building in
Adolphsplatz, by Carl Ludwig Wimmel and Franz
Gustav Forsmann, houses Hamburg’s chamber of
commerce and exchanges for stock (in recent years
merged with the Hannover exchange), insurance,
grain and property. The building inherits the
traditions of Germany’s first mercantile exchange,
founded nearby in 1558, and first regular securities
exchange (1815). Today there is also an online
information exchange. Much of the present
business is however in meetings rather than
transactions. The structure was spared by the 1842
fire but not by World War II and required
rebuilding. Take U3 or bus 3-7 to Rathaus.
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travel.com in its English translation. The
official city website www.hamburg.de
(translating as english.hamburg.de) also
has information about sights, activities and
accommodation.
Boysen+Maulke
Buchhandlung
(MSu 10-19) at Große Johannisstraße 19 has
a good collection of city guides in English
and pictorial souvenirs. A Hugendubel store
(M-W & Sa 10-20, Th-F 10-21) is at Ottenser
Hauptstraße 10 near Hamburg-Altona station.
The Hamburg City Guide by Kraichgau
Verlag is good at €5.80 but for an excellent
collection of quirky and historic places look
for Duncan JD Smith’s Only in Hamburg
(€19.90).
Transport
Hamburg is the transport node for far northern
Germany, but not as a passenger ferry port.
Rail: Apart from the main station Hamburg
Hauptbahnhof, the terminus station HamburgAltona accepts many (but not all) longdistance and regional trains. Careful checking
of timetables is important in this regard
and travel times given below assume the
Hauptbahnhof.
The Deutsche Bahn Reisezentrum (M-F
6-21.30, Sa-Su 8-21) is at the Haupbahnhof’s
Kirchenallee exit and a DB Information
counter (M-F 6-22, Sa-Su 9-22) is nearby,
while a second information counter is near the
Mönckebergstraße exit. Apart from luggage
lockers there is a left-luggage service next to
the Reisezentrum. Metronom, which offers
services to Bremen, Cuxhaven and Berlin, has
a service centre (M-F 8-19, Sa 9-14) at the
corner of Steintorwall and Mönckebergstraße
opposite the Hauptbahnhof.
The Hamburg-Altona Reisezentrum (M-F
7-19, Sa-Su 10-18) is near the Max-BrauerAllee exit and the information counter (M-Su
6-22.30) is near platform 6.
There are two lines into Denmark.
Copenhagen direct trains (four hours 45 minutes, five times daily) run via Lübeck, using
the Puttgarden ferry. Trains to Jutland cross
the border at Flensburg (to or from Fredericia,
about 3½ hours). Passengers heading for
Esbjerg (and most for Århus/Aarhus) should
change at Fredericia. International night
trains run to and from Copenhagen (about six
hours) via Flensburg and Odense but depart
Hamburg for Copenhagen about 4.00 or arrive
in Hamburg after midnight.
Hamburg-Berlin expresses (between one
hour 40 minutes and two hours) run almost
hourly. Many continue to Leipzig or Dresden.
Metronom operates services to and from
Berlin Ostbahnhof.
Hamburg-Lübeck regional services (45
minutes) run hourly. There are several regional
Hamburg-Rostock services (via Schwerin,
about 2½ hours) daily as well as HamburgStralsund expresses (just under three hours)
via Schwerin and Rostock. Nord-Ostsee-Bahn
trains to Westerland in North Frisia (hourly,
taking just over three hours) depart from
Hamburg-Altona, but a few daily IC expresses
on the same route use the Hauptbahnhof.
Metronom has hourly departures to Stade (50
minutes) and Cuxhaven (one hour 45 minutes).
As well as the many Metronom HamburgBremen trains there are hourly DB Bremen
expresses (about 60 minutes). Many of these
continue to Cologne (about four hours, some
also stopping in Düsseldorf), Bonn and

The Mahnmal St Nikolai at
Willy-Brandt-Straße 20 (May-Sep
M-Su 10-18, Oct-Apr M-Su 10-17,
€5/3) frames Hamburg’s medieval
and modern history in the sense that
it was the site of one of the city’s
earliest structures and was virtually
destroyed twice – by the fire of 1842
and the firestorm of 1943. What is
preserved today is a memorial to war
and the victims of oppression. The
underground documentation centre,
established in the former crypt, best
explains the horror air raid of 1943
and the subsequent city evacuation.
The original house of worship was a
late 12th century chapel, enlarged
three times to create a parish church,
but the tower (which is under
restoration and a vantage point today)
stands where several towers were
destroyed during the church’s long
history. At almost 150m it was the
tallest church tower in the world when
rebuilt in 1874. The entry fee covers
the documentation centre and lift to
the observation platform. Take U3 or
bus 3 to Rödingsmarkt, or S1, S3 or
bus 6 to Stadthausbrücke.
The Hauptkirche St Petri (M-Tu & Th-F 10-18.30, W
10-19, Sa 10-17, Su 9-20), facing Bergstraße at Speersort,
is the oldest of Hamburg’s parish churches with late
12th century origins. It was rebuilt in Gothic in the 14th
century, acquired a larger tower in the 16th and became
the Lutheran cathedral. The 1842 city fire wrecked the
structure, although much of the inventory was saved. This
includes a mid 15th century Gothic mural and a roughly
contemporary Bernt Notke statue, both of St Ansgar, and
the lion-form door handles from the Gothic structure. The
portal is in the Hamburg Museum. The rebuilding was in
the spirit of the church’s late medieval form. The tower
(€3/1) can be entered through the church shop. Take U3
to Rathaus or bus 4 or 6 Rathausmarkt/Petrikirche.
The Via Baltica pilgrimage route from Poland through
Hamburg is based on the medieval St Jakob route and a
pilgrim chapel to the saint was on the Jakobikirchhof site
from at least the mid 13th century. The interior of
the 1340 Hauptkirche St Jacobi (Apr-Sep M-Sa 10-17,
Oct-Mar M-Sa 11-17) is highlighted by the Gothic
Lukas-altar (c1500) and two others of similar date. Not
least impressive is a historical view of Hamburg about
5m by 2m. The Arp-Schnitger organ dates from 1693.
The church was extended three times before being
destroyed in 1944. It was rebuilt between 1951 and
1963 with a reconceived tower measuring 125m.
Take U3 to Mönckebergstraße or bus 3-6 to GerhartHauptmann-Platz.
After the demolition of a cramped, disease-prone city
district before World War I a relaid quarter of office
buildings planned by Franz Schumacher rose around
Burchardplatz in the 1920s. The most prominent landmark
among the brick Kontorhäuser is the angular Expressionist
Chilehaus (1924), designed by Fritz Höger for the
English-born Hamburg merchant Henry Brarens Sloman,
a leader in the Chile saltpetre market. Its imagery as a
high-seas trading ship is most obvious from the Pumpen/
Burchardstraße intersection. Several surrounding buildings
in Altstädter Straße, Springeltwiete and Mohlenhofstraße
adopted a characteristic motif of sculptured human figures
over their doorways. The area has been nominated for
UNESCO world heritage listing. Take U1 to Meßberg.

Koblenz (five hours). The privately operated
Hamburg/Köln/Express (www.hkx.de) runs
between Hamburg and Cologne via Münster
and Düsseldorf three times M-Sa (twice
Sundays) at online fares between €18 and €34
depending on departures.
Hamburg-Hannover DB express services
(usually 80-90 minutes) are frequent. Of these,
some continue to Frankfurt (with travel times
of four to five hours, depending on the route)
and some to Munich (six hours or more) via
Würzburg and Nuremberg (some also stopping
in Augsburg).
Bus: The central bus station or ZOB, also
known as Bus-Port Hamburg, is near the
Hauptbahnhof on Adenauerallee and is the
centre for regional and long-distance buses.
The waiting hall (Haus B, Sa-Tu & Th 5-22,
W & F 5-24) is equipped with luggage
lockers (€8/4). Operators including EurolinesDeutsche Touring and Berlin Linien Bus (MSu 6-21) have on-site counters.
Eurolines runs three services weekly
between London and Hamburg (17 hours 15
minutes including a change in Amsterdam).
Operators including EuroBus, Polenreisen and
Atlassib offer services to Poland, Russia and
other eastern European countries.
The daily Eurolines domestic services
include Hamburg-Hannover-Frankfurt airportFrankfurt-Mannheim and Hamburg-BremenOldenburg. There are three daily HamburgBremen-Münster-Düsseldorf buses, services
to Cologne and Aachen run three times weekly
and there are Lübeck and Flensburg services.
MeinFernbus has direct services to Kiel,
Hannover, Berlin, Munich (via Leipzig and
Nuremberg or Bamberg and Nuremberg)
and Stuttgart (via Würzburg). Other major
destinations are reached by changes in
Hannover.
FlixBus offers Hamburg-Berlin, HamburgBremen-Düsseldorf-Cologne and HamburgHannover-Frankfurt services and has buses
to and from Munich via Hannover, Würzburg
and Nuremberg.
Berlin Linien Bus has services linking
Hamburg and Berlin (12-14 times daily,
including express buses taking just over three
hours) and four daily Hamburg-BremenDüsseldorf-Cologne services. Hannover links
are also via Bremen.
ADAC Postbus runs Hamburg-Berlin,
Hamburg-Hannover-Frankfurt-StuttgartMunich and Hamburg-Bremen-DortmundDüsseldorf-Cologne-Bonn.
DeinBus offers services to Leipzig.
Air: The Fuhlsbüttel airport, north of the city
centre, is linked to the city by a branch of the
S1 line and has a close European network
including most UK airports, Dublin, Warsaw/
Warschau, Riga, Prague/Prag, Vienna/Wien
and Budapest and neighbouring countries plus
Scandinavia.
Urban transit
Hamburg Verkehrsverbund (HVV) coordinates
city transit including nine R-coded regional
train lines and the S-Bahn (run by DB), the
U-Bahn, buses and six Elbe ferries. There are
also, in the north-west of the HVV network
and straddling the Greater Hamburg tariff
boundary, three A-coded AKN rail lines. After
midnight (Su-Th) the S-Bahn and U-Bahn
close and are replaced by the 600-numbered
NachtBus network from Rathausmarkt, but
Fridays and Saturdays (and before public
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GENERAL MUSEUMS

For visitors delving into the city’s past the Historische Museen Hamburg combination
ticket at €30 is valid for a year in seven historical museums including the Hamburg
Museum, Hafenmuseum, Speicherstadtmuseum, Museum der Arbeit and Kramer-WitwenWohnung (see the Krameramtsstuben entry). For this and current museum information visit
www.historische-museen-hamburg.de.
Hamburg Museum (T-Sa 10-17, Su 10-18, €8/5, visitors under 18 free) at Holstenwall 24
is home of general exhibits on the city’s history. The striking items are its models of the city
at several stages, the ships so vital to its prosperity and a superb railway in 1:32 scale.
There are also preserved period bourgeois home interiors, fashions and a department of
Jewish history. Take U3 to St Pauli or bus 112 to Museum für Hamburgische Geschichte.
Internationales Maritimes Museum Hamburg (Tu-Su 10-18, €12.50/9, families €24.50),
at Koreastraße 1 in Kaispeicher B, surveys the seafaring world from all perspectives: the
history of man under sail, navigation, maritime technologies and research, life on board,
submarines and trade and passenger shipping. Collections of artworks and an array of
models round out the exhibits. Discount tickets (€6) are available after 16.30. Take U1 to
Meßberg, U4 to Überseequartier, bus 111 to Osakaallee or bus 6 to Singapurstraße.
The theme of the Speicherstadtmuseum (Apr-Oct M-F 10-17, Sa-Su 10-18, Nov-Mar
Tu-Su 10-17, €3.50/2) is the story of the Hamburg warehouse quarter, told in one of its
1880s red-brick buildings at Am Sandtorkai 36. Recreations of the storage of precious
commodities, where they came from and how they were handled are shared with the
history of the Speicherstadt’s construction. Take U3 to Baumwall, bus 6 to Auf dem Sande/
Speicherstadt, bus 111 to Am Kaiserkai/Elbphilharmonie or ferry 72 to Elbphilharmonie.
The Deutsches Zollmuseum (Tu-Su 10-17, €2, visitors under 17 free) at Alter Wandrahm
16 describes the work of Customs, smuggling and the fight against it since the days of
Roman tolls on the Rhine. The exhibits offer insights into the ingenious (and not-so-clever)
methods employed by those who were caught. Smuggling still costs €800 billion a year. An
information sheet and brochure are available in English. Take U1 to Meßberg, bus 3, 4 or 6
to Bei St Annen or ferry 72 to Elbphilharmonie.
A full experience of the port environment is the aim of Hafenmuseum Hamburg (AprOct Tu-Su 10-18, €5/3.50) at Kopfbau Schuppen 50A in Australiastraße, a warehouse
area, office and workers’ facilities with adjacent quay and freighter. Take bus 256 to
Australiastraße or S3 or S31 to Veddel. There is also an entry discount with tickets on the
Maritime Circle Line (use Hafenmuseum wharf).
The 1896 three-masted barque Rickmer Rickmers
(M-Su 10-18, €5/4, families €12) represents the history
of Hamburg’s trans-Atlantic trade from the sailor’s
perspective, but also saw World War I service. It is now
moored as a museum ship at the Landungsbrücken east
end. Take U3, S1 or S3 to Landungsbrücken or bus 111
or 112 to U/S-Landungsbrücken.
A Cold War adventure is waiting inside the 90m 1976
model Soviet submarine U-434 (M-Sa 9-20, Su 11-20,
€9/6), moored at St Pauli Fischmarkt 10 with all areas
accessible. Take bus 111 to Fischauktionshalle, bus 112
to Hafentreppe or S1 or S3 to Reeperbahn.
BallinStadt Auswandererwelt Hamburg (Apr-Oct M-Su 10-18, Nov-Mar M-Su 10-16.30,
€12.50/7) at Veddeler Bogen 2 tells with photographs and artefacts the human story of
emigration from northern Germany to America from the 1850s to the 1930s. Temporary
sleeping quarters are part of the exhibits and a database of emigrants to the US is
accessible. Take S3 or S31 to Veddel/Ballinstadt or bus 13 to S-Veddel.
Brahms-Museum Hamburg (Tu-Su 10-17, €4/2, children under 14 free) at Peterstraße 39
traces the life of the enigmatic composer from his birth nearby to his departure for Vienna.
Take U3 to St Pauli or bus 112 to Museum für Hamburgische Geschichte.
Examining the culture of work and industry in old factory buildings is Museum der Arbeit
(M 13-21, Tu-Sa 10-17, Su 10-18, €6/4, visitors under 18 free) at Wiesendamm 3 in
Barmbek north of the city. The technologies include machinery from bicycles to heavy
construction vehicles and practical exhibits of manual trades such as metalworking and
type composing. Take U3 to Barmbek.
At Museumsplatz 2 in Harburg is the main Archaeologisches Museum Hamburg
(Tu-Su 10-17, €6/4, visitors under 18 free), comprising exhibits from earliest times to the
Napoleonic occupation. Take S3 or S31 to Harburg Rathaus. But part of the museum is
downstairs from the bakery (M-F 7-18.30, Sa 8-18, entry free) at Speersort 10 in central
Hamburg, the uncovered 12th century gate tower known as the Bischofsturm. Take U3 to
Rathaus or bus 4 or 6 to Rathausmarkt/Petrikirche.
Almost a museum, Miniatur Wunderland (M, W & Th 9.30-18, Tu 9.30-21, F 9.30-19,
Sa 8-21, Su 8.30-20, €12/6, small children free) at Kehrwieder 2 is really a place to be
transported. As big as little worlds get, it is a model rail layout and more, designed for
children of all ages with themes including Germany, Scandinavia and America. Both day
and night are simulated, along with everything imaginable that moves plus an airport. Due
to demand there can be waits but times and tickets can be booked online at
www.miniatur-wunderland.de, where variations on opening hours are shown. Take U3 to
Baumwall, bus 6 or 111 to Am Sandtorkai or ferry 72 to Elbphilharmonie.
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holidays) the trains run 24 hours.
The bus network includes MetroBus lines,
14 of which use hubs such as Rathausmarkt
and the Hauptbahnhof, SchnellBus express
lines (which require a €1.80 per day upgrade
ticket or short-trip premiums) and outer local
and express buses focused on rail stations.
HVV’s city service counters are in the
Hauptbahnhof Süd U-Bahn passage and near
the Hauptbahnhof’s Kirchenallee exit. The
HVV-Kundenzentrum is at Johanniswall 2.
Other HVV service points are at the ZOB, the
Jungfernstieg S/U-Bahn station (open some
Saturdays) and Beim Strohhause 38 next to
Berliner Tor station. The Metronom office (see
Rail above) also provides information and
sells HVV tickets. The website is www.hvv.de.
Willy-Brandt-Straße was before 2005
known as Ost-West-Straße (as formerly was
Ludwig-Erhard-Straße, west of Rödingsmarkt)
and still appears as such on some maps.
Tickets & fares: The Greater Hamburg tariff
boundary includes all U-Bahn and S-Bahn lines
(except the S3 line beyond Neu Wulmstorf
and the end of the S21 line to Aumühle). This
area corresponds to the inner fare rings A and
B. Fare rings C, D and E lie outside Greater
Hamburg. Multiple local zones are contained
inside each ring, important for determining the
price of short-trip tickets.
The zone scheme is complex and
passengers can choose to input destinations at
the ticket machine to find and pay the correct
fare. The entire plan can be viewed online
against all routes at www.hvv.de under the
Timetables, Lines & Routes menu (where the
‘English’ tab is at the bottom of the page). All
children under 6 travel free. Most tickets are
available from HVV or Metronom machines
or bus drivers.
Adult short-trip tickets (one-way, no
changes) for one zone inside rings A and B
cost €1.50 (into adjacent zones €2), but on a
SchnellBus one zone costs €2. In rings C-E the
fares are one zone €2, two zones €2.60.
Adult single tickets (one-way, allowing
changes) cost €3 in rings A and B, for three/
four/five rings €4.90/6.70/8.20. Children 6-14
pay €1.10 for a single trip in rings A and B (or
up to two rings), €2.20 for three rings or more.
Day tickets for travel in rings A and B cost
€7.30, for any three/four rings €11.10/14.60,
for all five rings €18.30. They are valid for an
adult and up to three children until 6.00 next
day. Children alone pay €2.10 a day for travel
in rings A and B, €4.20 for the whole network.
The 9-Uhr-Tageskarte, valid M-F 0-6 &
9-24 (then to 6.00 next day) or all day Sa-Su,
is cheaper (rings A and B €5.90, three/four/
five rings €9.70/11.80/15.60) by avoiding
morning peak travel but also allows up to three
children. The similar 9-Uhr-Gruppenkarte will
cover five adults at €10.80 for rings A and B,
for three/four/five rings €16.80/21.60/25.50.
A ‘happy weekend’ Schönes-WochenendeTicket for five adults at €44 (€46 from HVV
centres) covers all HVV and Deutsche Bahn
travel within all five HVV fare rings for a
Saturday and Sunday.
For the system of one-week (from €12.60
per fare zone for regular trips) or one-month
cards, inquire at an HVV customer outlet.
Ferry: The central ferry stations include the
St Pauli Landungsbrücken (take U3 or S1, 2
or 3 to Landungsbrücken), Elbphilharmonie
near the Speicherstadt and the jetty near the
old Fischmarkt hall in Große Elbstraße.

The HADAG-HVV ferries (M-F 5.30-22,
some running until midnight and at weekends)
are the best way to cross the Elbe without a
car.
Bicycle: The street and path network is
well developed and there is the StadtRAD
Hamburg bicycle loan system, based on €12 a
day, operating from 80 depots using customer
or credit cards. Registration and details are
online at stadtrad.hamburg.de.
Bicycles can be taken free on city trains,
ferries and some buses (outside the M-F 6-9
and 16-18 peak periods) where space permits,
but prams and wheelchairs take priority (no
more than two bicycles per set of doors). A list
of bus routes allowing bicycles is at the HVV
website. Tickets (€3.50 per day) are needed for
bicycles on regional trains only.
Taxi: Cabs queue at the northern end of the
Hauptbahnhof on the Kirchenallee side. To
order, call Taxiruf (tel 040-441011), Taxi
Hamburg (tel 040-666666) or Hansa-Taxi (tel
040-211211). The starting charge is €2.90,
with charges of €2.20 per kilometre up to
5km, €1.90 thereafter to 10km and €1.40 per
kilometre after 10km. There are €6 surcharges
for trips with more than four passengers and
charges to cover tolls in the St Pauli-Elbtunnel.

Alsterarkaden is a
canal promenade
adjacent to the
Jungfernstieg
lake shore and
near the
Europapassage
shopping complex.
At the south end of Deichstraße are 17th century
houses, now largely used as a pub and restaurant quarter
after restoration 40 years ago. These include the town
houses Alt-Hamburger Bürgerhaus (1686) at No 37 and
the example at No 43 (1697). There is also Hamburg’s
oldest preserved storehouse (1780), the Bardowicker
Speicher, at No 27. Several buildings back onto the
Nikolaifleet, where their half-timbered aspects with
central gable storage hatches and booms for hauling up
goods are visible from Hohe Brücke. Residence, office
and warehouse were combined in buildings like these
until the 1880s, after which warehousing moved south
into the free port zone of the present Speicherstadt. Take
U3 to Baumwall or Rödingsmarkt.
The 16th century Neuer Krahn is a survival of
the late medieval port. Like others of the period the
rotary crane was operated by treadmill and may
have been capable of lifting two tonnes. The
adjacent bridge Hohe Brücke has origins in the
13th century need to connect the Neustadt with the
adjacent island and was built in timber with enough
arch to allow contemporary shipping underneath.
In 1615 the medieval bridge was replaced with a
triple-arched stone design, supplanted in the 1880s
by the present bridge with its single 24m arch. Take
U3 to Baumwall or bus 6 to Auf dem Sande/
Speicherstadt.
The red-brick buildings south of Binnenhafen and the
Zollkanal comprise the former free-trade area known as the
Speicherstadt. In the 1880s a storage area was developed,
forcing thousands of residents to move for the construction
of ambitious warehouses recalling Gothic and Renaissance
architecture, founded on many thousands of timber piles.
The area was opened in 1889 but building continued until
late in the 1920s and the warehouses are still in use for
goods from carpet to spices and coffee. The customs canals
once isolated the free port zone. The Speicherstadt has
been nominated for UNESCO world heritage listing. Take
U3 to Baumwall, U1 to Meßberg, bus 6 to Auf dem Sande/
Speicherstadt, bus 111 to Am Kaiserkai/Elbphilharmonie
or ferry 72 to Elbphilharmonie.
The present spare interior of the Hauptkirche
St Katharinen (M-F 10-17, Sa-Su 11-17) largely
reflects the extent of World War II damage, which
demanded rebuilding in the 1950s. The Gothic base
of the tower is from about 1250 but the church was
extended before 1450, giving the present plan. The
tower was rebuilt in Baroque in 1657 after damage by
floods, which demanded shoring up of the foundations.
Of the church’s inventory bombing left only the figure
of the saint, part of the crucifix and parts of the prized
16th century organ, which had been extended in the
17th century and played by JS Bach. The organ was
rebuilt with public donations and reinaugurated in
2013.

Hamburg CARD
The Hamburg CARD at €9.50 a day for one
adult with up to three children covers all
train and bus travel in the Greater Hamburg
tariff area (fare rings A and B) and delivers
discounts of 15-50% on museum entry, 1330% on a range of tours and cruises, 10-25%
on musical and opera tickets and generally 1030% on a range of other attractions. It is worth
noting here several museums and tours admit
young visitors free. A list of restaurants also
offers 20% discounts. The discount list is at the
Hamburg tourist website. Cards are available
from HVV counters and ticket machines.
Cards for three days cost €22.90, for
five days €38.50. Cards covering groups
up to five adults for one/three/five days cost
€15.50/39.90/64.90. One and three-day cards
for the wider Hamburg region cost €19.90
and €54.90 per person, €28.50 and €79.90 for
groups of five.
Tours
Hamburger Stadtrundfahrten (tel 040-6413731,
www.top-tour-hamburg.de) has departures
from the Hauptbahnhof Kirchenallee exit
and St Pauli Landungsbrücken berth 2. The
City-Linie hop on-hop off 90-minute bus tour
(M-Su 9.25-16.25, €17.50/15, families €33,
children under 14 free) departs half-hourly
and includes the Speicherstadt, the Hafen City
development, the Fischmarkt, the Rathaus
and St Michaelis. The Gala-Tour (€22.50/20,
families €43) includes the Mahnmal St Nikolai
and crosses the Elbe to include the port’s container and logistics centres. There are also
maritime-oriented and evening tours. Tickets
are valid for a day and can be booked online.
Die Roten Doppeldecker 90-minute
bus tours (Apr-Oct M-F 9.30-17, Sa-Su
9.20-17.10, Nov-Mar M-F 10-16, Sa-Su
9.30-16, €17.50/15, families €33, children
under 14 free) stop at the Kirchenallee exit
of the Hauptbahnhof, berths 1 and 2 at
Landungsbrücken and 25 other points on a hop
on-hop off basis. Tickets (tel 040-7928979 or
available with details of other tours at www.
die-roten-doppeldecker.de) are valid for a day
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and the red double-decker buses depart halfhourly weekdays and every 20 minutes at
weekends in summer, hourly and half-hourly
in winter. Combination tickets for the bus and
a one-hour harbour boat tour are €30/27.50.

The houses of Deichstraße back onto Nikolaifleet,
preserving the character of Hamburg’s merchant past.

ART MUSEUMS & GALLERIES

The so-called Kunstmeile Hamburg museums (those below plus the exhibition houses
Bucerius Kunst Forum at Rathausmarkt 2 and Kunstverein in Hamburg at Klosterwall
23) have one-year combined admission tickets at €29/15.
Hamburger Kunsthalle (Tu-W 10-17.30, Th-Su 10-20.30, €12/6, families €18, visitors
under 18 free) at Glockengießerwall 5 covers Dutch and Flemish masters, French works,
German works including some of the nation’s greatest names plus a collection of historical
paintings associated with the city. Contemporary art is in a separate gallery and there are
temporary exhibitions. Take U2 or U4 to Hauptbahnhof Nord, the S-Bahn to Hauptbahnhof
or bus 112 to Kunsthalle.
The Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe (Tu-W & F-Su 10-18, Th 10-21, €10/7, families
€17) has a wide array of standing arts and design collections including antiquities,
sculpture, decorative arts, ceramics, musical instruments, period interiors, photography and
poster art. Several temporary exhibitions are usual. Take U1 or U3 to Hauptbahnhof Süd,
bus 4 or 5 to ZOB or bus 6 to Hauptbahnhof/Kirchenallee.
The Deichtorhallen (Tu-Su 11-17, €9/6, visitors under 18 free) at Deichtorstraße 1 house
exhibitions of photography but the areas for contemporary art were closed for building
restoration in mid 2014. The museum is open to 21.00 the first Thursday each month and
tickets after 16.00 Tuesdays cost €4.50. Take U1 or bus 112 to Steinstraße.

PERFORMANCE

An information centre for Hamburg cultural events is set up at the Elbphilharmonie
Kulturcafé (M-F 10-19, Sa 10-18) at Am Mönckebergbrunnen, which is also an arts forum
and a venue for jazz events.
Tickets to operatic works by the Staatsoper Hamburg at the Großes Haus of the
Hamburgische Staatsoper, Dammtorstraße 28, are usually in the €5-98 range, but the top
seats at premieres can climb to €176. Tickets for more intimate performances at the
adjacent Opera Stabile or rehearsal stages in Kleine Theaterstraße are in the €10-18
range. Opera in the Großer Saal of the century-old Laeiszhalle at Johannes-Brahms-Platz
can cost from €10 to €181. Tickets for most events can be purchased online at
www.hamburgische-staatsoper.de, where the program is listed.
The chief orchestras are the Philharmoniker Hamburg, the NDR Sinfonieorchester and
the Hamburger Symphoniker.
Tickets for philharmonic concerts in the Großer Saal of the century-old Laeiszhalle at
Johannes-Brahms-Platz cost €10-48 (special events with guest performers or conductors
up to €135) and for chamber concerts and recitals in the Kleiner Saal seats are €9-20. The
Laeiszhalle box office (M-F 13-16, 16.30-20), Elbphilharmonie Kulturcafé (see above) and
the website www.elbphilharmonie.de accept bookings.
The glazed contemporary Elbphilharmonie, rising 100m above Am Kaiserkai at the west
end of the Hafen City development, is expected to be complete late in 2016. A one-tenth
scale model of the main auditorium Großer Saal is in the Elbphilharmonie-Pavillon (Apr-Oct
Tu-Su 10-17, Nov-Mar M-Su 10-17) outside the main hall at Magellan-Terrassen.
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Cruises
HADAG (tel 040-3117070, www.hadag.de),
operator of the HVV ferries, also offers onehour port cruises with commentary (early
Apr-early Oct M-Su, €18/9, families €30) five
times daily from St Pauli Landungsbrücken
berth 2, near the HADAG pavilion. Other
times of year there are four departures (Sa-Su
and holidays only). Take U3 or S1, 2 or 3 to
Landungsbrücken.
The harbour barges of Maritime Circle
Line (www.maritime-circle-line.de) depart
from berth 10 at Landungsbrücken with
seven stops both sides of the Elbe including
the Speicherstadt and two museums (round
trips €16/8, two children under 6 free with
an adult). There are summer (four departures
Apr-Oct M-Su) and winter (three departures
Nov-Mar Sa-Su).
Rainer Abicht Elbreederei (tel 0403178220, www.abicht.de) makes one-hour
harbour barge tours in English (Apr-Oct M-Su
12.00, €18/9) from Landungsbrücken berth 1,
including the Speicherstadt when tides permit.
On the Alster lakes Alster-Touristik (tel
040-3574240, www.alstertouristik.de) offers
one-hour steamer round cruises (Apr-Sep
M-Su, half-hourly 10-18, €14.50/7, families
€36) departing from the Jungfernstieg wharf
on the Binnenalster. English audio guides are
available. Cruises operate on reduced daily
October and more limited winter schedules.
Alternatively there are hourly hop on-hop
off cruises (Apr-Sep M-Su 10.15-17.15) with
several stops and fares by stages or sections
or as day return tickets (€12/6, families €26).
There are also two-hour Alster canal cruises
(Apr-Oct M-Su, €18/9.50, families €45.50)
and Speicherstadt-Hafen City cruises (AprOct M-Su, Nov-Dec F-Su, €20/10, families
€50).
Alsterdampfschiffahrt (tel 040-7922599,
www.alsterdampfer.de), also departing from
Jungfernstieg, has hourly 45-minute Alster
cruises (Apr-Nov M-Su, €12.50, children
under 16 free) on the steamer St Georg and
90-minute Saturday evening Alster canal
cruises (mid Jul-mid Aug 19.00, €18, children
under 16 free).
For information about cruises to Cuxhaven
or jet-boat day tours to Heligoland/Helgoland
visit www.helgoline.com.
Views
The full city and harbour view is easily
available from the tower platform above the
Mahnmal St Nikolai, ruin of Hauptkirche
St Nikolai (May-Sep M-Su 10-18, Oct-Apr
M-Su 10-17, €5/3) at Willy-Brandt-Straße
20. The glassed panorama lift carries viewers
to a platform almost 80m up. There may be
restrictions depending on weather. Take U3 or
bus 3 to Rödingsmarkt, or S1, S3 or bus 6 to
Stadthausbrücke.
Another Altstadt perspective is available
from the platform 82m up the tower of
Hauptkirche St Michaelis (May-Oct M-Su
9-19.30, Nov-Mar M-Su 10-17.30, €5/4,
children €3.50). Take U3 to Rödingsmarkt,
S1, 2 or 3 to Stadthausbrücke or bus 6 or 37 to
Michaeliskirche.

The tower of Hauptkirche St Petri (MSa 11-17, Su after services to 17.00, €3/1,
children under 10 free), at more than 130m,
promises more than 540 steps to the topmost
lookout point. Take U3 to Rathaus or bus 4 or
6 to Rathausmarkt/Petrikirche.

The Baroque Hauptkirche
St Michaelis (May-Oct M-Su 9-19.30,
Nov-Apr M-Su 10-17.30) at Englische
Planke was first completed in 1762,
purpose-designed by Ernst Georg
Sonnin for Evangelical preaching
with an emphasis on light. The tower
was added later, reflecting a move to
Classicist design. Protestant worship
had taken place on the site since
1600. The inventory includes five
organs, the largest with more than
6600 pipes (a still larger instrument
destroyed by bombing had almost
twice as many). The church’s
connections with great music are close,
as the venue for the christening of
Johannes Brahms and the burial place
of C.P.E. Bach. The church was rebuilt
after a 1906 fire and again after World
War II. A donation is requested of
visitors but there are specific charges
for the tower climb (€5/4, children
€3.50) and crypt (€4/3, children
€2.50), while a combination ticket
(€7/6, children €4) is also available.
Take U3 to Rödingsmarkt, S1, 2 or 3
to Stadthausbrücke or bus 6 or 37 to
Michaeliskirche.

Parks & gardens
Wide areas of parkland are to the north of the
city, including Alsterpark, the green western
shore of Außenalster. Park areas extend along
Große Wallanlagen from St Pauli north-east
to Stephansplatz, opening out into Planten
un Blomen (including botanic gardens with
tropical house and a large Japanese garden)
and almost linking up with Alsterpark at
Kennedybrücke.
Large green expanses are at Altonaer
Volkspark around the stadium north-west
of Altona (take bus 2 to Stadionstraße) and
Stadtpark north of the city centre (take U3 to
Borgweg).
The city’s zoo is Tierpark Hagenbeck
(Jan-Feb & late Oct-Dec 9-16.30, Mar-Jun
& Sept-late Oct 9-18, Jul-Aug 9-19, €20/15,
families €60), which has a separate tropical
aquarium (combined tickets €30/21, families
€85). Take U2 to Hagenbecks Tierpark.

The living quarters at Krayenkamp 10 formed
the Krameramtsstuben (1676), maintained
for the widows of guildsmen among small
traders and shopkeepers. They are now a
location for boutique shops and cafes (NovMar Sa-Su 10-17 only) but one dwelling is
open to the public as the Kramer-WitwenWohnung (Tu-Su 10-17, €2), an example of a
close but comfortable existence during the
periods for which it has been restored. As
much as anything, the security of single
women was a concern in a port. Take U3 to
Rödingsmarkt, S1, 2 or 3 to Stadthausbrücke
or bus 6 or 37 to Michaeliskirche.

Markets
Hamburg’s Sunday morning Fischmarkt
fills the St Pauli Fischmarkt waterfront
with football-size crowds from daybreak
on Sundays (Apr-Oct 5.00-9.30, Nov-Mar
from 7.00-9.30, including public holidays).
As well as a wide range of foods and goods,
and the Hamburg dialect and character of
the sometimes outrageous traders, there is a
clientele of Reeperbahn night owls seeking
breakfast, strong coffee or just more beer and
music. Take S1 or S3 to Reeperbahn, bus 112 to
Hafentreppe or bus 111 to Fischauktionshalle.
For daily fresh produce, there are plenty of
outlets in the multicultural environment along
Steindamm.
Events
The great Hafengeburtstag regatta rests on
an 800-year tradition and brings fleets of craft
including tall ships to the port area on the first
or second weekend of May, associated with
other festivities and a trade show of navigation.

The 34m Bismarck-Denkmal (1906) in Alter Elbpark,
by Johann Emil Schaudt and Hugo Lederer, casts the
Prussian-German chancellor of the late 19th century in the
same guise as the late medieval Roland protector figures
that spread through northern Germany – only more
giantlike than any other as befits Bismarck’s role in
German history. The site was formerly a bastion of the
Hamburg city defences. A mysterious and now closed
network of tunnels and chambers (used as an air-raid
shelter in World War II) was created around and under the
monument, which inside was painted in Prussian motifs
with quotations by the chancellor. Both are now closed.
Take U3 to St Pauli, S1 or S3 to Landungsbrücken or bus
6, 36 or 37 to U-St Pauli.
What is now the St Pauli Fischmarkt is the result of the
1934 merger of the Altona fish market with the Hamburg
fish market (and not to be confused with the modern,
industrial-scale Fischmarkt Hamburg-Altona further west).
The traditional right to sell in Altona on a Sunday goes back
more than 300 years, granted to allow freshly landed fish to
be sold before church. Today the institution is a wholesale
and retail point rather than a wharfside outlet for trawlers,
which operate elsewhere. The Altonaer Fischauktionshalle
(1895) is open free for the Sunday dawn Fischmarkt (see
Markets). The Baroque 18th century Fischmarktbrunnen has
been restored and topped by a Minerva statue (1989)
sculpted by Hans Kock. Take S1 or S3 to Reeperbahn, bus
112 to Hafentreppe or bus 111 to Fischauktionshalle.

Food
In the historic building at Deichstraße 43 is
Alt Hamburger Aalspeicher, with fish and
steak dishes in the €15-26 range including
eel specialities plus full seafood menus. Very
different in style next door at No 41 is the tiny
food bar Fisch & Co for seafood lunches and
snacks, all under €10.
Vegetarian and light meals are in the city
centre at Dean & David (M-Sa 10-21, Su 1219), Ballindamm 40 in Europapassage.
In St Pauli there are several good options
north of the Reeperbahn around Seilerstraße
and Hein-Hoyer-Straße. It is best to book
for the lively and popular Restaurant
Freudenhaus (tel 040-314642, Su, Tu & W
17-23, M & Th 18-23, F-Sa 18-24), HeinHoyer-Straße 7, which adds some sparkle
to German cuisine and offers vegetarian
options in a menu largely in the €15-22 range.
Bookings can be made from 15.00.
Restaurante Cojones (M-F 16-23, SaSu 8-24) at Hein-Hoyer-Straße 10 brings the
Spanish touch to burgers as well as salads and
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some vegetarian fare, all under €10.
Chavis Kulturcafé (W-Su 10-19, M-Tu
10-15) at Detlev-Bremer-Straße 41 is a place
for a late breakfast or light lunch with a menu
including salads and vegan dishes.
In St Georg, the Steindamm area offers
Turkish, Afghani, Indian, African and east
Asian food. All is affordable and the satisfying
Vietnamese dishes at Pho Duc (M-Su 1022.30), Steindamm 103, are mostly under €8.
Meet & drink
The arcaded walk Alsterarkaden along the west
bank of Alsterfleet offers views of the water
and Rathaus. Arkaden-Café (M-Su 9-19) at
No 9 is pleasant and not over-expensive for a
prime address.
In St Pauli May Café (M-F from 7.00, SaSu from 8.00), at the corner of Seilerstraße and
Hein-Hoyer-Straße, is a late-opening cafe-bar
and serves breakfast.

St Pauli’s
Reeperbahn
is the centre
for music,
nightlife and
Hamburg’s
red-light
district.

ACCOMMODATION

Hotels and private hostels can be booked at the tourist website www.
hamburg-tourism.de or the city website english.hamburg.de. Hamburg’s
culture and tourism tax ,€0.50 per person per night for rates up to €25,
rises to about €1 per €50 paid, but this is generally included in rates.
Some budget hotels lift rates 30-50% for key trade fairs and festivals.
Hamburg has many hostel beds and good budget options are within
walking distance of the Hauptbahnhof. Alpha Hotel-Pension St Georg
(tel 040-245365, www.alphahotel.biz) at Koppel 4 is about 250m north
of the Hauptbahnhof Kirchenallee exit. Singles/doubles start at €44/55
and a family room suitable for two small children is €130. The breakfast
buffet costs €8 per person and parking is available at €8 per day.
Generator Hostel Hamburg (tel 040-226358460, generatorhostels.
com/en/destinations/hamburg) is next to the Hauptbahnhof at
Steintorplatz 3, open 24 hours and offering the bright-and-basic
formula. There are singles/twins from €25 per person, three and fourbunk rooms from €16.50 per person and dorm bunks from €12 (femaleonly dorms €13). Some rooms have en suite facilities. WLAN to all
rooms is included and breakfast is €5.50 per person with laundry access
and secure luggage storage available.
In the heart of the city at Rathausstraße 14 is Pension am Rathaus
(tel 040-337489, www.pension-am-rathaus.de), offering rooms without
breakfast. There are singles/doubles with shared facilities at €31/46-56
(singles with shower €41), doubles with en suite €70, three/four-bed
rooms with en suite €80/90. Extra beds are available and children under
5 stay free. There is a €5 surcharge for Friday and Saturday nights. Take
U3 to Rathaus, bus 6 to Rathaus/Petrikirche or bus 3-5 to Rathausmarkt.
A&O has four Hamburg properties. The big A&O Hamburg
Hauptbahnhof (tel 040-64421045600) is several hundred metres
south of the station at Amsinckstraße 2. Dorm beds start at about €23
in high season, hotel singles/doubles from €55/68. Options with shared
facilities are also available, as well as family rooms from €72. Breakfast
is €5.75 per person. Take U1 to Steinstraße, bus 3 or 34 to Spaldingstraße
or bus 112 to Repsoldstraße. Even bigger at Spaldingstraße 160 is A&O
Hamburg City (tel 040-1812984000). Dorm beds start at about €20 in
high season, hotel singles/doubles or family rooms from €54/68. Female
dorms are available and parking is nearby. Take U2, 3 or 4 or S1, 2 or
3 to Berliner Tor (use the Bürgerweide exit) or bus 112 to Albertstraße.
Nearby is Superbude St Georg (tel (040-3808780, www.superbude.
de/hostel-hamburg-st-georg) at Spaldingstraße 152. Rates are cheaper
for early bookers: doubles with all facilities including WLAN start at
€60, four-bed rooms at €95, six-bed rooms at €146, with breakfast €8
per person extra. Children under 13 stay free, including breakfast. Take
U2, 3 or 4 or S1, 2 or 3 to Berliner Tor or bus 112 to Albertstraße.
A&O Hamburg Hammer Kirche (tel 040-64421045500) is at
Hammer Landstraße 170 about 4km east of the Hauptbahnhof, with
hotel rooms only (singles/doubles from €50/65 in high season) and
WLAN room access. Parking is also available. Take U2 or U4 to
Hammer Kirche or bus 116 to Hübbesweg.
There are modern properties in St Pauli offering flair. The bright
Pyjama Park Hotel und Hostel (tel 040-314838, www.pyjama-park.
de) at Reeperbahn 36 offers 28 hotel and 22 hostel rooms with varying
bed counts and formats and small groups of hostel rooms sharing
bathrooms. Standard rates for singles/doubles with shared facilities start
at €29/49 and singles/doubles start at €55/60. Hostel rooms with up to
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six beds are €110. WLAN is available in rooms and the breakfast buffet
costs €8.90 per person. Take U3 to St Pauli or bus 6, 36 or 37 to USt Pauli.
At Superbude St Pauli (tel 040-807915820, www.superbude.de/
hostel-hamburg-st-pauli), Juliusstraße 1, doubles start at €60, four/sixbed rooms from €95/145 for early bookings, breakfast €8 extra, all with
full facilities and WLAN. The backpacker section has rates from €16
per bed. Take bus 3 to Bernstorffstraße or U3 or S21 to Sternschanze.
Ibis has adjacent hotels. Ibis Budget Hamburg St Pauli Messe
(tel 040-31765620) at Simon-von-Utrecht-Straße 64 has high-season
singles/doubles from €47/56. At Ibis Hamburg St Pauli Messe (tel
040-650460), Simon-von-Utrecht-Straße 63, high-season singles/
doubles start at €69. Both have WLAN in rooms and breakfast is €10
extra. Take U3 to St Pauli.
A similar budget setup is Zleep Hotel Hamburg City (tel 0403118210, www.zleephotels.com) at Königstrasse 4, with singles/
doubles/three-bed rooms starting at €50/75/105 with WLAN access
(breakfast €10 extra). Take S1 or S3 to Reeperbahn or bus 36, 37 or 111
to S-Reeperbahn.
A&O Hamburg Reeperbahn (tel 040-31769999) at Reeperbahn
154 has singles/doubles in high season from €50/61 (options with shared
facilities available) with WLAN included. Dorm beds start at €18.60.
Take S1 or S3 to Reeperbahn or bus 36, 37 or 111 to S-Reeperbahn.
Meininger Hotel Hamburg City Center (tel 040-28464388,
www.meininger-hotels.com) is actually in Altona at Goetheallee 11.
Weekday dorm beds start at €21 in high season (€14 on quiet Sundays)
and singles/doubles with all facilities at €54/68, although variations are
considerable. Breakfast is €5.90. Take S1, 2, 3 or 11 to Hamburg-Altona
or bus 15, 20 or 25 to Gerichtstraße.
A small hostel north-west of the city is Arcade Hostel Hamburg
(tel 040-544800, www.arcade-hostel-hamburg.de) at Kieler Straße
385. Singles with shower are €35-45, doubles €46-58. Singles with all
facilities are €46-58, doubles €65-85. Breakfast is €6 per person. Take
bus 4, 22 or 39 to Volksparkstraße.
There are more budget beds at Backpackers St Pauli (tel 04023517043, www.backpackers-stpauli.de) at Bernstorffstraße 98. Beds
in four to eight-bed rooms with all facilities are €21.50-26.50 (womenonly rooms €25.50) with linen €2.50 extra. Beds in twin rooms are €30,
three-bed rooms €27.50. WLAN is available free. A cafe is attached
with breakfast buffets at €5-7. Take bus 3 to Bernstorffstraße.
There are two DJH hostels (both closed for Christmas).
Jugendherberge Hamburg Auf dem Stintfang (tel 040-5701590,
email stintfang@jugendherberge.de) enjoys a position at AlfredWegener-Weg 5, perched above St Pauli Landungsbrücken and south
of the Reeperbahn. Dorm beds start at €20 but places in multi-bed
rooms with facilities are €23.90. Two/three/four-bed rooms start at
€63.90/79.90/99.90. Take S1, S3 or U3 to Landungsbrücken or bus 11
or 112 to U/S-Landungsbrücken.
Jugendherberge Hamburg Horner Rennbahn (tel 040-5701590,
email hamburg-horn@jugendherberge.de) at Rennbahnstraße 100 east
of the city has dorm beds at €24.30, with en suite facilities €25.60,
doubles at €53.80 (with en suite €59.80), four-bed rooms at €99.90.
Take U2 or U4 to Horner Rennbahn, then walk 800m north or take bus
23 or 160 to Tribünenweg.

